BUILDING ASPIRATION
AND RECOGNISING
INSPIRATION IN UK SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING
Whether it is a teacher, work colleague, relative or friend, we
have all come across people who have been a source of
inspiration, either in our careers or personal life. They may
have provided guidance and helped to build our confidence
over a long period of time, or they may simply have come up
with an invaluable piece of advice that stays with us
throughout our lives.

During the past year the
Engineering and Physical
Sciences Research Council
(EPSRC) has been running a
campaign that recognises
scientists and engineers who are
inspiring others. The initiative
also provides the ideal
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beyond.

Scientists and Engineers, RISE
RISE (Recognising Inspirational
Scientists and Engineers) was set
up in November 2013 as part of
plans to mark the twentieth
anniversary of EPSRC in 2014.
The initiative, in partnership with
the Royal Academy of
Engineering, is part of the
‘Engineering for Growth’
campaign.
It also links to EPSRC’s track
record of supporting high calibre
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enthusing others, and you have

for purpose”, says Professor

stated that “Marianne’s work has

around, stick their head up and

ten people who will inspire and

Perkins. “Rodrigo recognises that

the potential to provide answers

spread the word, but this gives

motivate. Their wealth of

what he is doing has potentially

across the wide arena of ‘health

them an opportunity to show off

experience not only extends to

a large impact. Thinking about

and well-being’ where tissue

just how great innovation,

their nominated rising stars but

ways of moving that agenda

engineering can be applied. This

engineering, technology and

also the RISE Champions with

forward is a very exciting thing to includes regenerative medicine
be involved in. This is a way of
and cell therapies, in-vitro

science is in this country.”

enhancing the networks around

models for drug discovery and

paired with Liam Byrne, Shadow

potential rising stars the RISE

some of the excellent science

toxicology testing, bio-artificial

Minister for Universities, Science

Leaders were asked to nominate

that is going on in the UK.”

whom they have been paired.
In putting forward names of

someone they consider to be a
future world-class talent. They
might have the skills, for
instance, to invent a device that
will change the way we live and
work, to save thousands of lives
or millions of pounds or to
advance our understanding of
the universe.
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of the Centre for Systems
Neuroscience. He is improving

science of cell therapies into the
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of invaluable advice.”
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the public with the wonders of
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and Shock and Awe: The Story

that lead that make things

nominated by Professore Kevin

of Electricity on BBC 4.

happen.”

approaches.”
Another rising star is Dr
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full list of names of all of those
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involved in the RISE campaign

electronics in organic and

visit http://www.epsrc.ac.uk/rise/

inorganic semiconductor
technologies.
“Although Public Engagement
and popularising of Science and
Engineering are something that
we do very well in the UK, a lot
of these rising stars are deeply
into their research”, says

the area of tissue engineering.
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initiative provides it is hoped that
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works, particularly how we form

His work is providing insight into

immediate opportunities this

are linked up with it’s fantastic,”
been paired with clinical scientist says Professor Al-Khalili. “I think
Jeremy Farrar, the Director of the it is going to spread the word

take our work on to the next

field of research has some

that comes from brain signals.

and Skills. As well as the
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our research we don’t always

understanding of how the brain
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Marianne’s work takes the
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At the University of Leicester is
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